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Abstract
The differences in written text and conversational speech are
substantial; previous parsers trained on treebanked text have
given very poor results on spontaneous speech. For spoken
language, the mismatch in style also extends to prosodic cues,
though it is less well understood. This paper re-examines the
use of written text in parsing speech in the context of recent
advances in neural language processing. We show that neural
approaches facilitate using written text to improve parsing of
spontaneous speech, and that prosody further improves over this
state-of-the-art result. Further, we find an asymmetric degra-
dation from read vs. spontaneous mismatch, with spontaneous
speech more generally useful for training parsers.
Index Terms: constituency parsing, prosody, spontaneous
speech, contextualized embeddings

1. Introduction
Constituency parsing is a well-studied problem in natural lan-
guage processing, but most state-of-the-art parsers have only
been tested on written text, e.g. the standard Penn Treebank
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) dataset [1]. These recent neural
parsers are commonly formulated as encoder-decoder systems,
where the encoder learns the input sentence representation and
the decoder learns to predict a parse tree. While input is often
represented by word-level features, representation for the output
trees varies: as a sequence of parse symbols [2], a set of spans
[3], syntactic distances [4], or per-word structure-rich labels [5].
A key characteristic in many of these neural parsers is the recur-
rent network structure, particularly Long Short-Term Memory
networks (LSTMs); however, Kitaev and Klein [6] have shown
that a non-recurrent encoder such as the Transformer network
introduced in [7] is also capable of encoding timing informa-
tion through self-attention mechanisms, achieving state-of-the-
art parse results on the Treebank WSJ dataset. Further, these
parsers benefit from contextualized information learned from
larger external text data, such as ELMo [8] and BERT [9].

It is not clear that these advances will transfer to speech
data, particularly for the different styles of speech. Even when
perfect transcripts are available, speech poses many challenges
to parsers learned from written text due to the lack of punctu-
ation and case, and the presence of disfluencies. On the other
hand, speech signals carry rich information beyond words via
variations in timing, intonation, and loudness, i.e. in prosody.
Linguistic studies have shown that prosodic cues align with con-
stituent structure [10], signal disfluencies by marking the inter-
ruption point [11], and help listeners resolve syntactic ambi-
guities [12]. Empirical evidence, however, has been mixed re-
garding the utility of prosody for constituency parsing. Most
gains have been observed when sentence boundaries are un-
known [13], or with annotated prosodic labels [14, 15]. Most
related to our current work, Tran et al. [16] recently showed

the benefit of using prosody in parsing within a sequence-to-
sequence framework, proposing a convolutional neural network
(CNN) as a mechanism to combine discrete word-level features
with frame-level acoustic-prosodic features.

In this study, we extend the work in [16] and [6] to explore
the utility of recent neural advances on spontaneous speech
data, and compare the utility of prosody in read vs. spontaneous
speech. Specifically, the goal of the current study is to answer
the following questions:

1. Do contextualized word representations learned for writ-
ten text also benefit spontaneous speech parsers?

2. Does prosody improve further on top of the rich text in-
formation in neural parsers for spontaneous speech?

3. How is the use of prosody affected by mismatch between
read and spontaneous speech styles?

2. Models
We extend the self-attentive parser in [6] to incorporate
acoustic-prosodic information, which is learned through a con-
volutional neural network as in [16]. Figure 1 gives an overview
of the model components.

2.1. Input representation

Our parser model accepts a sequence of T word-level features
as inputs: x1, · · · , xT , where xi = [ei;φi; si] is composed
of word embeddings ei, pause- and duration-based features φi,
and learned energy/pitch (E/f0) features si. The word embed-
dings ei can be (a) learned jointly with the parsing task, or (b)
pretrained from external data and used as features, or (c) pre-
trained from external data and further fine-tuned jointly with
the parsing task. In parsers that only use written text features
(i.e. without acoustic-prosodic information), xi = ei.

For acoustic-prosodic information, we follow the feature
extraction process in [16]. Briefly, φi contains word duration
and pause features; si is learned from energy (E) and pitch (f0)
features via the CNN module. E/f0 frames are processed at the
word level, where each sequence of frames corresponding to
a time-aligned word (and potentially its surrounding context)
is convolved with (N ) filters of varying (m) sizes, resulting in
m*N -dimensional speech features si.

2.2. Self-attentive parser

The self-attentive parser (Self-attn) is composed of a multihead
self-attention encoder, which follows the architecture of [7], and
a span-based chart decoder, following the decoder from [3, 17].
Self-attn learns to predict a set of best-scoring labeled spans
(a, b, l), where a, b ∈ [0, T ] are position indices, and l ∈ Vp is
a label in the constituent label vocabulary Vp.

For each word i in a sentence, the self-attentive encoder
maps input xi to a query vector qi, a key vector ki, and a value
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Table 1: Summary of datasets used

Data Style Available material Used for # sents

WSJ news text (gold) parses train, dev (§4.1) 40k
SWBD conversational speech audio, (gold) parses train, dev, test (§4.1, §4.2, §4.3) 96k
CSR read news text audio, (silver) parses train (fine-tune), dev (§4.2, §4.3) 8k
GT-N read news/article text audio, (gold) parses test (§4.3) 6k (3k unique)
GT-SW read version of SWBD audio, (gold) parses test/analysis (§4.3) 31 (13 unique)
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Figure 1: Parser model overview, including: a CNN module
for extracting prosodic features, a transformer encoder, and the
chart decoder parser. Word-level input features include: word
embeddings, pause/duration features, and CNN-based features.

vector vi, which are used to compute the labeled span scores
s(a, b, l). Additionally, to capture the timing information with-
out recurrent connections, Self-attn uses positional embeddings
pi. These different types of inputs can be combined via simple
addition or explicit factorization as detailed in [6]. In our case,
we extend the lexical-positional factorization in [6] to lexical-
positional-prosodic factorization. In particular, we learn sepa-
rate key, query, and value mappings for each component of the
input: ei, pi, and [φi, si]. Our implementation1 is based on the
implementation in [6] and includes the CNN module from [16].

3. Data and Evaluation
3.1. Datasets

Table 1 summarizes the different datasets we used: some sets
have both audio and parse trees available, while others have
only either audio or parse trees.

We use two primary corpora for training and development:
the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus of treebanked news ar-
ticles [1] and the Switchboard (SWBD) corpus of telephone
speech conversations [18, 1], which are the two standard cor-
pora for constituency parsing studies on written text and conver-

1github.com/trangham283/prosody_nlp/tree/
master/code/self_attentive_parser

sational speech, respectively. SWBD includes audio files with
time-aligned transcripts.

In order to train a parser with acoustic-prosodic features
matched to the read speech style, we use the common read sub-
set of the CSR-I corpus (CSR) [19], which includes read Wall
Street Journal sentences (but does not overlap with WSJ sen-
tences). CSR is used to fine-tune a pre-trained SWBD parser
(instead of training from scratch), since the corpus is much
smaller than SWBD. The Penn Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner
(P2FA) [20] was used to get time alignments. Since the CSR
sentences are not covered in the WSJ set, we used a pretrained
state-of-the-art parser for written text [6] to obtain silver trees.
To verify the quality of the automatically parsed trees, we re-
cruited two linguists to hand-correct a random subset of 100
trees. The annotator agreement is high: the F1 score between
annotators’ trees is 97.2%. Among the 100 trees, both anno-
tators confirmed that the parser got the perfect tree in 72 sen-
tences, and the rest have minor errors.

To assess parser performance, we used the WSJ test set for
written text, the SWBD test set for conversational speech, and
two subsets of the GlobalTIMIT (GT) dataset [21]. GT-N con-
tains 3207 news sentences read by 50 speakers, some were read
by multiple speakers, totaling 6k read sentences; GT-SW con-
tains the read version of 13 Switchboard sentences, read by 29
speakers, totaling 31 read sentences.2 These sentences were se-
lected from the Penn Treebank-3 corpus [1], so they have gold-
standard parse trees.

3.2. Evaluation

All models are evaluated using EVALB,3 i.e. we report standard
Parseval F1 scores. Because random seeds can lead to different
results [22], we train and tune each model configuration initial-
ized with 5 random seeds, and report the median prediction as
our final result. Statistical significance was assessed using the
paired bootstrap test as described in [23].

4. Experiments
4.1. Do contextualized word representations learned for
written text also benefit spontaneous speech parsers?

To assess the impact of different types of text representations
in parsing speech transcripts, we train and evaluate our parser
on SWBD data, comparing several methods of using/learning
word embeddings ei. These embeddings can be learned jointly
with the parsing task, or extracted from pretrained models and
then used as features. For pretrained embeddings, we con-
sider the following representations: GloVe [24] embeddings are
learned from co-occurrence statistics and have little context in-

2The number of read conversational sentences is limited, because
we chose to use a standard corpus.

3nlp.cs.nyu.edu/evalb
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formation. The standard version (GloVe-Gigaword) was pre-
trained on a large corpus of 6B tokens (Wikipedia & Gigaword
5). We additionally trained GloVe embeddings on a dataset
with style more similar to spontaneous speech, the Fisher cor-
pus [25] and consider the effect of these embeddings on pars-
ing (GloVe-Fisher). Contextualized embeddings such as ELMo
[8] and BERT [9] are recent neural models that have been pre-
trained on a large amount of written text data, capturing larger
context information with language modeling auxiliary tasks via
biLSTM (ELMo) or transformer networks (BERT). Both ELMo
and BERT have been reported to benefit a variety of NLP tasks.

Table 2 presents results comparing embedding types on
parsing SWBD test data. Using pretrained embeddings out-
performs embeddings learned jointly with parsing, even though
most pretrained models are on written text. Further, there is
negligible difference between GloVe-Gigaword and the better
matched GloVe-Fisher. This suggests that text features pre-
trained on large written text data do benefit parsing on speech
transcripts. Both contextualized models outperform GloVe
models by a large margin (p-val < 0.01), with BERT showing
the best F1 scores, outperforming ELMo with statistical signif-
icance (p-val < 0.01). This is consistent with results in other
NLP tasks, confirming that contextualized embeddings are a
powerful tool in a range of applications. All embeddings here
are used as features, without further fine-tuning the embedding
weights. We also ran several experiments where the embedding
weights were jointly trained, but the results were worse, proba-
bly due to the large number of weights and the limited amount
of speech transcripts.

Table 2: Parsing results on the SWBD dev set, using only text in-
formation, comparing different types of embeddings; all parsers
were trained on the SWBD train set. Differences between BERT
vs. ELMo, and those between BERT/ELMo vs. others are statis-
tically significant with p-val < 0.01.

Embedding F1

Learned 90.98
GloVe - Fisher 91.04
GloVe - Gigaword [24] 91.17
ELMo [8] 92.69
BERT [9] 93.24

Similar to comparing different types of embeddings, we
also assess the effect of using different datasets on parsing
speech transcripts. Table 3 presents these results. Unsurpris-
ingly, simply training on written text data performs poorly
on speech transcripts. Training on additional text-only data
(SWBD+WSJ) provides marginal improvement in parsing con-
versational speech, suggesting that substantial benefit can be
obtained with pretrained embeddings, but the dataset for the
main task still requires a style match.

Table 3: Parsing result on the SWBD dev set, using only text
information, comparing different types of training data. The
differences between SWBD and SWBD+WSJ are not significant.

Trained on ELMo BERT

WSJ 76.00 77.45
SWBD 92.69 93.24
SWBD + WSJ 92.70 93.40

4.2. Does prosody improve further on top of the rich text
information in neural parsers for spontaneous speech?

For this question, we only consider the two best-performing
models on text-only data: Self-attn with ELMo vs. BERT. Table
4 presents the results on SWBD test set, separating results by
fluent vs. disfluent (sentences with EDITED and/or INTJ nodes)
subsets of sentences.

Table 4: Parsing results on the SWBD test set (3823 disfluent +
2078 fluent sentences): using only text information vs. adding
acoustic-prosodic features. Comparing text+prosody and text
models, statistical significance is denoted as: (*) p-val < 0.02;
(†) p-val < 0.05.

Model Embedding all disfluent fluent

text ELMo 92.47 91.48 94.64
BERT 92.86 91.92 94.89

+prosody ELMo 92.68* 91.68* 94.86†
BERT 93.04* 92.06 95.16*

Comparing text-only and text+prosody models, prosody
helps in both ELMo and BERT. ELMo results are consistent
with previous work [16]: most gains seem to be from disfluent
sentences. For BERT, the gains are statistically significant in
fluent sentences, but not in disfluent ones. Comparing BERT
and ELMo models, BERT-text improves over ELMo-text with
p-val < 0.05 in disfluent sentences and overall, but not in fluent
sentences. This is likely why BERT-prosody does not improve
over BERT-text with statistical significance in disfluent sen-
tences, since BERT-text itself is already good. BERT-prosody
improves over ELMo-prosody in all cases with p-val < 0.05.

Table 5: Test set F1 scores for different sentence lengths.
Prosody shows the most benefit in long sentences.

Sentence lengths (# sents)

Embedding Model [0, 5]
(2885)

[6, 10]
(1339)

[11, -]
(1677)

ELMo text 96.64 96.33 90.53
+prosody 96.65 96.43 90.81

BERT text 96.51 96.53 91.07
+prosody 96.63 96.67 91.30

Table 5 shows the parse scores for subsets of sentences
grouped by length. For both ELMo and BERT, prosody ben-
efits parsing more for longer sentences than short ones.

Similar to [16], we also analyze parse error types each
parser makes or improves on. We use the Berkeley Parse Ana-
lyzer [26] to categorize the common error types in constituency
parsing. Table 6 shows the relative error reduction when using
prosody vs. using only text, and similarly when using BERT vs.
ELMo. For both ELMo and BERT, VP attachment errors are
most reduced when using prosody. Figure 2 shows an example
sentence where prosodic features help avoid the attachment er-
ror made by the parser using only text features. Cases where
prosody seems to hurt BERT (Coordination, Clause Attach-
ment, and possibly Modifier Attachment) are contexts where
the text-only BERT and ELMo models have the greatest dif-
ference. For the main case where prosody hurts ELMo (NP
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Figure 2: Predicted tree by a parser using only text (left) made a VP attachment error that the parser with prosody (right) avoided.

Table 6: Percentage of error reduction counts from text to
text+prosody models (first 2 columns) and from ELMo to BERT
models (last 2 columns).

Error Type ∆(+pros, text) ∆(BERT, ELMo)

ELMo BERT text +pros

Co-ordination -1.0 -5.1 18.2 14.9
PP Attach. 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.0
NP Attach. -7.5 0.0 6.0 12.5
VP Attach. 19.2 19.6 -7.7 -7.1
Clause Attach. 8.3 -8.1 11.4 -4.4
Mod. Attach. 7.9 -1.4 11.8 3.0
NP Internal 2.7 7.0 6.5 10.6
1-Word Phrase 5.2 2.3 -3.5 -6.6
Different Label 1.0 7.3 -2.4 4.1

Attachment), there is no benefit to BERT. These may simply be
contexts where there is little need for prosody given well-trained
text models.

4.3. How is the use of prosody affected by mismatch be-
tween read and spontaneous speech styles?

For this experiment, we only consider the models with BERT.
Table 7 presents parsing results in mismatched tuning-testing
conditions. In all settings, training on conversational speech de-
grades results on read speech minimally, but training on read
speech degrades results on conversational speech significantly.
Further, prosody consistently helps when the parser is trained
on conversational speech, both when testing with matched and
mismatched styles. This suggests that conversational speech
data is more useful for general purpose parser training, likely
because of the diversity in prosodic characteristics available in
spontaneous speech.

When testing on conversational speech (SWBD column),
the biggest effect of mismatch is associated with the word se-
quence; the degradation from prosody mismatch seems to have
a smaller but still significant impact (p-val < 0.05). However,
when testing on read news (GT-N column), the BERT model
with prosody tuned on read speech sees a performance gain (p-
val < 0.01). These results are consistent with the hypothesis
that use of prosody differs in read vs. conversational speech, i.e.
the style mismatch is both in terms of words and acoustic cues.

To further explore this question, we ran experiments on the
GT-SW sentences. The results in Table 7 (GT-SW column)

Table 7: Results for mismatched tuning-testing conditions: con-
versational (C) vs. read (R) vs. read conversational transcripts
(RC). Comparing the improvement of text+prosody over text
models, statistical significance is denoted as: (*) p-val < 0.02.

Test data

Tuning
data Model

SWBD
(C)

GT-N
(R)

GT-SW
(RC)

SWBD (C) text 92.86 92.35 97.96
CSR (R) text 80.60 93.92 91.38
SWBD (C) +prosody 93.04* 92.58* 97.96
CSR (R) +prosody 80.36 94.17* 90.29

are anecdotal but consistent with the other results. On these
sentences, with text-only models, further tuning on read style
data degrades performance significantly. For the parsers using
prosody, the version trained on spontaneous speech seems to be
able to handle the read version of Switchboard sentences, but
the one fine-tuned on read text further degrades. It may be that
the prosody associated with reading conversation transcripts is
not like that associated with reading more formal written text.

5. Conclusion
We show that neural architectures, in particular contextualized
embeddings pretrained on large written text (ELMo, BERT),
improve constituency parsing on conversational speech tran-
scripts. The use of prosody results in further improvements
overall, especially in longer sentences and in reducing attach-
ment errors. Assessing the utility of prosody in different speak-
ing styles, we found that parsers trained with spontaneous
prosody are consistently useful, improving over their text-only
counterparts when testing on both conversational and read (mis-
matched) speech. Fine-tuning such parsers on read speech im-
proves results when testing on the same read style, but degrades
significantly on spontaneous speech. This suggests that conver-
sational speech data is more useful for general parser training.
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